How can a nation like the United States be duped into two wars and total bankruptcy? It would be one thing if the “truth” about 9/11 was internet conspiracy theory. This isn’t the case, it was all right there, in everyone’s livingroom. They fooled us once and then fooled us again and again. Yes, America has some tail to kick but this time, maybe we should make sure our boot goes up the right rear end for a change.
The real hole in the Pentagon, before construction equipment enlarged it was so small a man had to duck his head to enter. For 9 years, this photograph was captioned “Second Floor.” This photograph has a firefighter in the foreground and, unless gravity was suspended on 9/11, he is standing on the Pentagon’s lawn. Listen to CNN describe a crash site with no aircraft parts of any kind, seats, bodies, wings, engines, tail section….none of it. Can it be this simple?

The CNN reporter at the Pentagon immediately after the “crash” found no aircraft debris. After closing off the site, the next morning, huge pieces of plane were hauled away, pieces that weren’t in any of the photographs on 9/11. I hate it when media stooges scripted by the real terrorists don’t check the time carefully enough.

Watch a BBC reporter talk about a building collapsing that was still standing, actually with very little damage, right behind her. Yes, Americans are that easy to lie to.
Watch Larry Silverstein tell network news that WTC 7, the same virtually undamaged building was “pulled” by firefighters. Since making this statement, no single individual, firefighter, 9/11 Commission member or anyone else has backed up this wild claim. Need we mention that setting demolition charges alone would require weeks?
Here, Dan Rather on CBS describes the collapse of Building 7 as “like films of controlled demolition we have seen, buildings deliberately destroyed by well placed dynamite….”

Some Americans are burning Korans to celebrate 9/11. Some are deeply disturbed about an Islamic community center being built nearby. If I might suggest, perhaps 9/11 might be better served as “hallowed ground” if it were a place of execution. A great nation could transplant it’s mightiest oak to the site. That hallowed oak and a few lengths of hemp used with intelligence and consideration on our enemies at home and abroad would best honor our dead.

Just a thought….

There is currently no conclusive forensic evidence that the airliners indicated nor the hijackers accused were ever involved in 9/11 in any way.

Yes, Americans are that dumb. You wonder why our banks are empty?

View the original article at Veterans Today
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1. Alex Phillips says
   0 0 Rate This

   The funniest thing about these videos is that the people who make them can’t even spell basic, small words correctly. It’s like when I get an e-mail from a so-called business that is chock full of errors. It goes straight into the trash bin, because you can’t take anyone seriously when they can’t even bother to write correctly. I mean, who distributes a video with the words “did’nt”, “offiicial”, “aquainted”, and “to Late”? This is a high school kid with too much time on his hands. No one I want to waste time on.

   September 5, 2010, 9:32 pm Reply

2. Alex Phillips says
   0 0 Rate This

   Oh my goodness……the “decision to pull” refers to the decision to pull firemen out of the building because it was no longer safe for them to be inside. Did you folks really think the “decision to pull” had something to do with bringing the building down?

   September 5, 2010, 9:36 pm Reply

darkpolitricks says
actually the author of that article is an ex US marine who runs the website Veterans today, check it out.

Whether Silverstien meant pull firemen out or pull the building down is up for debate as “to pull” a building either through using demolitions or pulling it down with wires is a well known term. Obviously if Larry did mean pull the building he is not going to admit it is he? not with all the controversy that has surrounded the matter since.

However we do know from a journalist (from FOX if I remember correctly) who wrote a hit piece against proponents of controlled demolition the other month, Larry was actually on the phone to his insurers during the afternoon asking for permission “to pull” the building down as he believed it was unstable and about to collapse. Obviously this doesn’t prove anything but it does show he was thinking about bringing the building down therefore it is not far fetched in the slightest to use that bit of information and his interview to infer that he wanted to “pull” the building down rather than “pull” the fire fighters out.
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